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1. INTRODUCTION

Suppose K: HI --> H 2 is a bounded linear operator and HI' H 2 are
Hilbert spaces. A vector x is said to be a least squares solution of the
equation

if

Kx=g

!IKx-gll =inf{IIKy-gll:YEH I }

(1)

(we denote the inner product and associated norm in each of the Hilbert
spaces by (-, .) and II . II, respectively). A least squares solution of (1 ) exists
if and only if gE R(K) + R(K)J.., where R(K) is the range of K. Moreover,
the set of least squares solutions is closed and convex and hence contains
an element of smallest norm. The operator K': .S?1( Kt

) = R( K) +
R(K)J --> HI' which associates with g the minimal norm least squares
solution Ktg of (1) is called the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of K and
the set of all least squares solutions is Ktg + N(K), where N(K) is the
nullspace of K (see e.g. [4]). Therefore K t provides a general means of
uniquely solving least squares problems associated with (1 ) and many ways
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of approximating K'g are known [4]. In particular, the so-called Tikhonov
approximations converge to Ktg, i.e.,

(K* K + (11) I K*g -+ K'g as '1 -+ °('1 > 0),

where K* is the adjoint of K. In the case of matrices the convergence of
the Tikhonov approximations was first established by den Broeder and
Charnes [I].

In this note we are concerned with a restricted version of (I) and with a
particular method of approximating a restricted pseudosolution.
Specifically. suppose L: H 1-+ H 1 is another bounded linear operator and
we wish to satisfy (at least in a generalized sense) the equation

Lx=h (2 )

in addition to ( I ). In the special case when h = 0, the problem of finding the
minimal norm least squares solution of (I) subject to (2) was studied by
Minamide and Nakamura [8] (see also [6,5]) and they called the
generalized solution operator the restricted pseudoinverse.

We are interested in finding a least squares solution of ( 1) among all
least squares solutions of (2). That is, among all least squares solutions of
(2). we wish to find a vector x which minimizes II Kx - gil. We will call this
vector x the resTricTed pselidoso/IiTioll of (I) (2). To be more specific, we
wish to find x E L'h + N( L) such that

IIKx - gil = inf{ IKII- gil: II E L+h + N(L)).

::EN(L),x=Lth+::.

For matrices this problem has been studied extensively by Elden [2,3 J,
and in the Hilbert space setting by Morozov [9,10], and Oganesjan and
Starostenko [12]. Let R= K IN( L) be the restriction of K to N( L), then
writing

the above conditions are equivalent to

il K:: - (g - KL +h)11 = inC{ IIKII (g- KL;h)ll: H' E N(L)}.

In Lemma 2.1 we show that at least one sueh :: exists for any g E H 2' and
hence a pseudosolution of the restricted problem exists if and only if
hECtiC) and is unique if and only if N(K)nN(L)= {OJ (see also [3]). In
this case, the unique restricted pseudosolution is given by

x = L'h + f('(g- KL'h)

= (I - Rt K) L Ih + Rtg
(3 )

(See also [8, Theorem 3. 1]. )
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We will study a method, which in the finite dimensional case is called
the method of weighting [3, 13 J, for approximating the restricted
pseudosolution x. The key to our analysis is a change in the underlying
geometry in the space HI' Once this is done, some well-known facts about
Tikhonov's method can be applied in the new structure to give a new proof
of the convergence of the method of weighting in Hilbert space. This
enables us to clearly see the relationship between the method of weighting
and Tikhonov regularization and provides more insight into the structure
of restricted pseudosolutions. We also note the correspondence between the
restricted pseudoinverse and the concept of L-pseudoinversion [10].

2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We assume throughout that N(K)nN(L)= {OJ and that the product
transformation (K, L): HI ---> H 2 X H 1 has closed range. These assumptions
are equivalent to Morozov's assumptions that K and L are jointly closed
and complementary [10]. Define a new inner product [.,'J on HI by

[2', )l'J = (K2', Kw) + (L:.:. LH'),

and denote the associated norm by 1'1 (Locker and Prenter [7J call this
the "star" inner product). Then HI is a Hilbert space under the inner
product [-, .J and we will denote this Hilbert space by J't;. Since (K, L) has
closed range we have [4, Theorem 1.2.3 J

Ix1 2
= IIKxll" + iILxI1 2

:,nll 11 2

for some In> 0 and all x E HI' Therefore convergence in )1(; implies con
vergence in HI' In order to distinguish the underlying space, we will denote
the operator L when acting on '~l by !fJ, i.e., Y: £1 ---> H 3 is given by
.:f'y = Ly. Note thatpt and L t are distinct operators, although they have a
common domain.

Our first result relates (3) to yth. First we note that R( K) is closed and
hence (jt(Kt

) = H 2 [4].

LEMMA 2.1. R(K) is closed.

Prool Suppose Kx,,=y,,--->YEH 2 . Then (K,L)x,,--->(y,0)E::H 2 xH,
and since (K, L) has closed range there is an x E HI with (K, L) x = (y, 0).
Therefore x E N( L) and y = Kx. I

THEOREM 2.2. l(hE(j!(L t
), then pth=(I-lCK) Lth.

Proal Let w=eh-lCKLth. Then (since R(Kt)r;;N(L)), Lw=LLth
and hence w is a least squares solution of Eg. (2). We must show that Iwi is
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minimal among all least squares solutions of (2), or equivalently that
[11', u] = 0 for all U E N( L). If U E N( L), then if Q is the orthogonal projec
tion of H 2 onto R(R),

[11', u] = (Kw, Kv)

= (K(l- K K) L'h, Rv)

= ((I- Q) KCh, Rv) =0

since R(l~Q)=R(R)l.

Therefore 11' is the least squares solution of (2) with minimal I' I-norm,
i.e., w = y+h. I

The restricted pseudosolution (3) can now be expressed as

(4)

Of course, Rt is the restricted pseudoinverse operator of Minamide and
Nakamura [8]. The following result sheds more light on the vector yth.

PROPOSITION 2.3. If h E~(C), then yth is the unique least squares

solution of (2) sati.lfying IIKythll,,;; IIKyl1 for any least squares solution y
of(2).

Prool If y is a least squares solution of (2), then y = yth + 11, for some
/] E NeY') = N( L). Therefore, since yth is the minimal ! . I-norm least
squares solution of (2),

IIKythf + IILythf = 1·2" t
hI 2

,,;; I)f = IIKvf + IIL(yth + 11)11 2

= IIKyl12 + IILythf,

and hence IIKythll,,;; IIKyll, with equality only ify=yth. I
Proposition 2.3 shows that yth is Elden's L iKh [2] and Oganesjan and

Starostenko's X hO [12]. The following characterization of Kg is of indepen
dent interest and will prove useful in the approximation scheme of the next
section.

THEOREM 2.4. IfgEf?l(Kt ), then R+g=;JPKtg, where.:Y; is the orthogonal
projector oj.Yf; onto N( L).

Prool We emphasize that the projector .0/ is orthogonal with respect to
the [', .]-inner product.
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Let u = Ktg and u = Ktg. Then u and u satisfy the respective equations

[4J

Ku=Qg and Kfj= Qg,

where Q and Q are the orthogonal projections of H 2 onto R(K) and R(K),
respectively.

Therefore for any z E N(L),

[u - u, zJ = (Ku - Ku, Kz)

= (g, QKz) - (g, QKz)

=(g, QKz-QKz)=O

smce

QKz= QKz= Kz= Kz= QKz,

i.e., u - u is [', . J-orthogonal to N( L). Since uE N( L), it follows that

rg=u=~u=~u=~K~. I

The next result, which relates the adjoints of the operators Land !:e, will
be used in the sequel.

LEMMA 2.5. L* = (K* K + L*L) !:e*.

Proof: For u E H) and WE HI' we have

(L *u, 11') = (u, Lw) = [!:e*u, wJ
= (K!:e*u, Kw) + (L!:e*u, Lw)

= ((K*K+L*L)!f*u, 11'). I

3. THE METHOD OF WEIGHTING

The method of weighting for approximating the restricted
pseudosolution x of (I )-(2) consists of finding the minimizer x, of the
functional

(8) 0) (5)

It follows that the operators L *L + f.K* K and f. . I L*L + K* K are invertible
[II J and

640,511·2

+ z,
(6 )
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Morozov calls x the K-pseudosolution of Eq. (2) and has proved that
x, -+ x as I: -+ O. We offer an alternate proof which illustrates the
relationship between the method of weighting and Tikhonov's method.

We have seen in (4) that the restricted pseudosolution may be written
x =!j;ih + Rtg. We know that the Tikhonov approximations
(!,P*:;P + 1.1) IY*h converge in #1 to .!jJth as 1. -+ O. Since the product
transformation (K, L) has a trivial nullspace and closed range it follows
that these approximations also converge to !.fth in the Hilbert space HI
(see e.g. [4, Theorem 1.2.3]). Lemma 2.5 allows us to relate these
approximations to the method of weighting:

(!j)*!j'+1.1) 'yJ*h=((K*K+L*L) 'L*L+1./) I(K*K+L*L) IL*h

= ( I ~- I: )( I:K* K + L *L) I L *h

=(]-I:)V"

where I: = 1./( 1+ 1.). Therefore the convergence y, -+ .'fth as I: -+ 0 follows
from the well known theory for Tikhonov's method.

Concerning the second term in the method of weighting, note that :::, IS

the unique minimizer of the functional

L.cl!" + I: II K::: - gil".

But, if gEC/(K' ) and Q is the orthogonal projector of H" onto R(K), then,
since KKtg = Qg,

!IL.:: "+ I: 11K.:: - gil" = IIL:::II" + I:IIK.:: - Qgll" + 1:IIQg- gil"
= IIL.::II" + I:IIK(.:: - Ktg)ll" + 1:IIQg -gil"

= IIL(Ktg- u)f + 1:IIKull" + I:IIQg- gf

= II Lu - LK'gil" + 1:IIKull" + 1:!IQg ~- gil",

where u = K'g -:::. Therefore :::" = Ktg - u" where u, mllllmizes

IILu -- LKtgf + c:llKuf,

that is,

= _'_ (:'P*!i) + _1:_ I) 1 y*yKtg,
I --I: 1-I:

by Lemma 2.5. Hence,

(1--1:):::,=(1-1:) Ktg-(:£*'.f} +-".-1) I Y*!iJK+g.
I-c:

(7)
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Now, since:!'t!!' = I-;J/ (e.g., [4 J), we have by the convergence of the
Tik honov approximations

( !!'*!.P +_1:- I) I !.P*!!' Ktg -> (I _ .J/) K'g
1-<:

as I: -> O. Therefore, by (7) and Theorem 2.4,

::, -> K'g - (I - .J/) Ktg

= .J/Ktg = f(+g

as I: -> O.
Finally, we note that in fact ::/ -> f(tg as I: -> 0 for any g E H 2' ] ndeed, if

gE H 2 and gE '7(K'l, then

II::/-f(tgll,-:;II«: IL*L+K*K) IK*(g_g)11

+ 11(1: IL*L+K*K) IK*g_f(tgll + IIKtg-K'gll.

We have shown that the middle term on the right converges to zero as
1:->0. Since (:I(Kt) is dense in H 2 , f(t is bounded, and (c IL*L+K*K)-I
is uniformly bounded, it follows that ::/ -> Ktg as c -> O.

By using well-known results on Tikhonov's method, we have therefore
established the convergence of the method of weighting in Hilbert space.
(The original proof given by Morozov [9, Theorem 3, p.7J uses entirely
different techniques). We summarize the main result in the following
theorem.

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose K: HI -> H 2 and LH I -> H 3 are bounded linear
operators and the product operator (K, L): HI -> H 2 X H 3 has trivial
nullspace and closed range. II' hE fi(L') and g E H2, then the minimi::er x, 01'
(5) COlll'erges as I: -> 0 to the restricted pseudosolution 01' (I )-(2).

The ideas developed by Locker and Prenter [7J can be used to establish
convergence of the method of weighting in the case in which K is an
unbounded densely defined closed linear operator with closed range such
that

IILxl1 ? fJllxll for x E Ii N(K) (fi > 0).

In this case Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.4 above remain valid. Locker and
Prenter show that U:c(K), [', 'J) is a Hilbert space, which we may denote
Yf l . If we understand by L the operator L restricted to (:I(K) (with the
usual inner product) and denote by .Sf the operator L acting on £;, then
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Theorem 2.2 and the decomposition (4) hold. It then follows
[7, Lemma 4.1 ] that

!fl *= (K* K + L*L ) 1L*

and the convergence of the method for hE:?t!(Lt), gE:?t!(Kt ) can be
established as above.
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